
 

 
Plantskydd 
Plantskydd deters Elk, deer, 
raccoons, squirrels and rabbits 
from browsing. Can be used on 
trees, shrubs, ornamental 
plants and flowers. It is safe for 
use around food crops, but do 
not apply to edible parts. It is 
OMRI listed for organic gar-
dening. Rain and snow re-
sistant. This one REALLY 
works. 

Liquid Fence 
Liquid fence works on scent. So 
deer, elk and other foliage eaters 
don’t have to eat to be repelled. 
Spray on all non-edible trees, 
shrubs, flowers and vines. 
Harmless to plants and animals. 

 

 
Mountain Lion Urine 
Mountain lion urine is effec-
tive for repelling bears, elk, 
deer, javelina and coyotes. A 
plastic dispenser hung on or in 
trees and gardens will deceive 
unwanted animals into think-
ing a predator is near. 
Glen’s dog found the smell of 
this VERY interesting! And 
yes, it is harmless to pets. 

Repels-All 
Repels-All is an outstanding re-
pellent. It is specifically for deer, 
elk, rabbits and other flour legged 
foliage eaters. The odor irritates 
the nostrils, making the animal 
seek food elsewhere. 
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Elk and Deer fencing 
Elk & deer fencing can be used to 
create an animal resistant barrier 
around the whole yard, garden or 
around each tree, shrub or bush. This 
fence is 7½feet tall and can be cut to 
length for your specific needs.  
This is what we use on the sides and 
back of our property at Plant Fair 
Nursery and it has worked perfectly! 

To stop deer & elk, try Glen’s cool tips: 
Look and see where the pesky critter enters your 

yard. If you are using Lion Urine, hang the dispenser 

bottles along that path. Be sure to hang them at nose-

level of the critter you want to stop.  

When using any of the sprays, spray them on the 

plants at nose level of the critter you are trying to 

stop.  Spraying it on the ground does not work!   


